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Abstract 

This chapter provides an overview of the recent advances in the development of metal 

nanoparticles by using the tools of molecular chemistry. The objective is to illustrate the 

interest of this synthesis approach through a selection of examples from our group concerning 

hydrogenation catalysis. We expose here the efforts that allowed reaching metal nanoparticles 

with specific characteristics and therefore to allow to study structure-properties relationships 

in a precise manner. We describe how the control of the nanoparticle surface properties by an 

appropriate choice of the stabilizing ligands impacts in catalytic performances.  

 

1. Introduction 

Assimilated to heterogeneous catalysts, metal nanoparticles (MNPs) have been known for a 

long time, but they have been received a renewed interest for the past three decades due to the 

necessity to design better defined nanocatalysts [1]. Common issues of heterogeneous 

catalysts are the size dispersity (e.g. 5% in even highly monodispersed samples), the uncertain 

surface state, the sometimes unknown core/ligand interfaces, the defects and elusive 

structures in 2D materials, and the still missing information on alloy patterns in bi- and 

multimetallic NPs. Such disavantatges preclude deep understandings of many fundamental 

aspects, among which the knowledge on atomic-level mechanisms that can happen at their 

surface, a key point if one want to develop more performant nanocatalysts [2]. Looking for 
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synthesis strategies which permit to access, in a reproducible manner, to well-defined MNPs 

in terms of size, crystalline structure, composition (metal cores and stabilizing agents), 

chemical order, shape and dispersion is thus a prerequisite in order to study finely their 

properties and conclude on the relationships between structural features and catalytic 

performances. In this context, the bottom-up liquid-phase techniques are helpful because of 

their high versatility and ease of use, and also, the straightforward equipments required than 

physic routes. Recent advances in solution nanochemistry allow having at disposal efficient 

synthesis tools to reach these objectives. Such evolution in the preparation of MNPs makes 

nanocatalysis as a key domain, at the borderline between homogeneous and heterogeneous 

catalyses [1]. Interestingly, ligand-stabilized MNPs offer a metal surface with both an 

interface close to that of molecular complexes, as isolated surface atoms can be seen like 

metal centers, with their coordination sphere and neighbouring metal atoms, like in pure metal 

surfaces. In these NPs both coordinated ligands and neighbouring metal atoms can affect the 

surface properties and consequently their catalytic performances. Ligand-capped MNPs are 

thus very attractive systems to perform surface studies as done with homogeneous catalysts 

while keeping benefit of metal atom assemblies. In parallel of nanochemistry progress, 

computational chemistry developments offer powerful tools to access to MNP structural 

information, including information on the capping ligands like their coordination modes and 

their influence on MNP surface state, as well as on their reactivity through mechanistic 

studies. Recent advances bring computational chemistry applied to small MNPs to the same 

level of accuracy and relevance as in molecular chemistry [3]. Thus, the alliance between 

nanochemistry and computational chemistry enables to have precise view of the surface 

properties of MNPs [4]. 

On the basis of the above, this chapter aims at first illustrating the interests of the 

organometallic approach for the synthesis of MNPs with a precise control of their 

characteristics. Then a selection of recent results obtained by our group, investigating 

nanocatalysts engineered following these concepts, will provide a view of the possibilities 

offered in terms of catalytic properties in hydrogenation reactions. 

 

2. Interests of the organometallic approach to study stabilizer effect on metal surface 

properties 

The synthesis of MNPs in organic solvents proved to be a versatile route to have a control on 

sizes, shapes, compositions and structures for catalytic studies. Being part of current 

nanochemistry, the organometallic approach (Figure 1) aims at using the molecular chemistry 
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concepts, particularly those of coordination and organometallic chemistries, in order to 

develop efficient tools for a reproducible synthesis of well-defined soluble MNPs and explore 

their surface features. Being now applied by several academic research groups in the world, 

this approach is a well-established method to access model MNPs for investigations in 

catalysis. This strategy is based on the use of organometallic or metal-organic complexes as 

the precursors of metal atoms together with adequate stabilizers such as ionic liquids, 

polymers, ligands, but also inorganic and carbonaceous supports. It permits building diverse 

nano-objects with modulable sizes including ultra-small size (ca. 1-10 nm) and a metallic 

surface free of contaminants, such as halides or other ions, and functionalisable at will. A 

major advantage with organometallic or metal-organic complexes is their facile 

decomposition in mild conditions (1-3 bar of H2; T ≤ 150°C) by reduction or ligand 

displacement from the metal coordination sphere in the presence of a suitable amount of 

stabilizer, usually in an organic medium, but also described in aqueous media [5]. Olefinic 

complexes are generally preferred because when exposed to H2 pressure they lead to clean 

metal surfaces, as the formed alkanes are inert towards the growing MNP surface and can be 

easily eliminated by simple evaporation or/and by precipitation of MNPS and further 

filtration. Through this method, monodisperse assemblies of MNPs with an effective control 

of size, shape and surface state can be synthesized. The so-obtained MNPs can be finely 

characterised before their application in catalysis. 

 

 

Figure 1. Organometallic approach for the synthesis of metal nanoparticles.  
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Choosing the stabilizer is also essential as it intervenes at different levels, namely the growth, 

stability, solubility and surface properties and consequently on catalytic performance of the 

MNPs. Besides organic polymers (like polyvinylpyrrolidone, PVP) or ionic liquids [6] that 

provide steric and electrosteric stabilization, respectively and weak interaction with the metal 

surface, a large variety of organic ligands coordinating via N, O, S, Si, P or C atoms (as 

amines, carboxylic acids, thiols, silanes, phosphines, carbenes, fullerene, but also more 

sophisticated ligands) to the metal surface have been described [7]. By using water-soluble 

polymers (like PVP [8]) and ligands (such as 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane [9], or 

sulfonated phosphines [10], and also cyclodextrins [11]), the metal nanoparticles become 

transferable into water, thus leading to aqueous colloidal suspensions that offer other 

opportunities in catalysis as reported in Chapter 3 [12]. The organometallic approach is also 

very effective for accessing to controlled bimetallic NPs. Indeed, the adequate choice of the 

reaction conditions, such as metal precursors and reducing agents, allows governing the 

kinetics of metal atom generation to reach the target bimetallic chemical order: either alloyed, 

core-shell or surface decorated systems [13]. Immobilization of MNPs into alumina, silica or 

carbon materials [14] allowed improving stability and recovery of the nanomaterials and also 

taking benefit of the support properties during catalysis. This can be performed either by 

impregnation of a given support with a colloidal solution of preformed MNPs or by their 

direct synthesis in the presence of the support. Improvement of the NP grafting and stability 

was observed when using functionalized supports decorated at their surface with chemical 

groups similar to those involved in common stabilizing ligands (like amines for instance). 

Fine characterization of the NPs is carried out by using combined techniques from both solid 

and molecular chemistry such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution 

electron microscopy (HREM) or scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) coupled 

with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), scanning transmission electron microscopy at high angle 

annular dark field (STEM-HAADF), X-ray diffraction (XRD), wide-angle X-ray scattering 

(WAXS), liquid and solid state NMR, Fourier transform IR, thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA), inductively coupled plasma (ICP), elemental analysis, magnetic measurements, X-

Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), among others. The combination of these tools allows 

obtaining detailed information of the NP systems. Even if the surface properties of Ru NPs 

have been extensively studied and described by means of those techniques (Figure 2) [4a, 15] 

the same methodology has been successfully applied to characterize other MNPs, such as Pt 

[16], Pd [17], Rh [18] , Ir [19], or Ni [20].  
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Figure 2. Schematic view of some surface studies performed on ruthenium nanoparticles.  

Reproduced with permission from [15a]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.  

 

Using H2 as reducing agent to synthesize MNPs gives rise to the adsorption of hydrogen 

atoms at the metal surface, a clear advantage for reduction catalysis. It has been shown that 

the surface hydrides content can vary depending on the others species present on the surface 

of Ru NPs and it is generally higher than 1 (1-1.3 H per surface Ru atom) [21] even  into 

water [10]. However, on Ru NPs capped by carboxylate ligands the number of hydrides per 

surface Ru atom was found to be significantly lower (ca. 0.4 H/surface Ru atom) by both 

experimental and theoretical techniques, as the result of the coordination mode of the 

carboxylate groups [4a]. These surface hydrides can also be displaced by coordination of CO 

molecules at the NP surface. Solid-state 2H NMR evidenced H-D exchange between the 

surface of Ru NPs and ligand sites, for instance the incorporation of 2H atoms in the 

alkylchain of hexadecylamine (HDA), as the result of a C-H activation [22]. Such reactivity 

has been exploited catalytically further for deuteration of different substrates, such as nitrogen 

[8, 12a, 23], phosphorus [24], and sulfur [25] containing compounds using Ru NP based 

catalysts. 

13CO being easily detected by IR and magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy 

techniques it is an ideal probe to provide indirect information on location and mobility of 

ligands at metal surface [26]. The strong coordination of phosphine ligands at Ru NP surface 

was evidenced to block CO mobility contrarily to the few, weak bonds involved when using a 

polymer as stabilizer [27]. The location of carbene [28] or betaine adduct of N-heterocyclic 

carbene (NHC) and carbodiimide [29] ligands at Ru NP surface was determined by similar 

strategies. 13CO adsorption was also applied in order to investigate the surface of Pt NPs 

[16a].  

Besides the interest of catalysis per se, it can be used as a complementary tool in order to 

determine the structure and composition of MNPs. Benchmark catalytic reactions can be 

chosen for that purpose. Surface state investigations of MNPs based on CO adsorption 
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together with the comparison of the catalytic performances in CO oxidation allowed having a 

better insight in the effect of ligands on the surface of MNPs. In the case of PVP-stabilized or 

phosphine-capped Ru NPs CO oxidation occurred at room temperature (r.t.), but the former 

Ru system presented a rapid deactivation due to the formation of RuO2, while the later were 

effectively protected against bulk oxidation [27]. CO adsorption and oxidation reactions 

provided also interesting information of the chemical order in bimetallic RuRe NPs [30]. 

PVP-stabilized RuRe NPs of alloy type showed better resistance to oxidation than PVP-

stabilized RuRe NPs displaying a Re enriched surface and were more active towards CO 

dissociation than monometallic Re/PVP NPs [30a], probably as a result of the synergic effect 

between Ru and Re. Interestingly, the dissociation of CO was not observed with PVP-

stabilized RuRe NPs displaying a Re enriched surface [30b]. Selective hydrogenation 

reactions are very attractive in order to correlate structural parameters of MNPs to their 

catalytic performances and vice versa. The numerous bonds able to be reduced by MNPs, 

such as C=C, C=O, nitro and azo groups, among others, give large possibilities to study MNP 

surfaces accurately. For instance, the hydrogenation of styrene, compound that contains 

alkene and arene moieties, provides a suitable system in this sense. Thus, the influence of 

ancillary ligands or CO on the surface of the MNPs, or the impact of the addition of a second 

metal in Ru NP based catalysts was studied by performing selective hydrogenation catalytic 

tests. For instance, using PVP-stabilized or dppb-stabilized Ru NPs (dppb= 

bisdiphenylphosphinobutane ) as catalyst, styrene was slowly hydrogenated at r.t., first into 

ethylbenzene and then into ethylcyclohexane [27]. Whilst the selective poisoning of the NPs 

with bridging CO groups led to catalysts only able to reduce the vinyl group of styrene as the 

result of the coordination of CO onto NP faces; a full poisoning of the surface with both 

terminal and bridging CO groups led to inactive catalysts. These results revealed that bridging 

CO groups and arenes compete for the same sites on the NP surface, presumably on faces. 

Similarly, bimetallic NP could be studied by this means [31]. Tin-decorated Ru NPs were 

prepared by reacting preformed Ru NPs, stabilized either by a polymer, Ru/PVP, or a 

phosphine ligand, Ru/dppb, with [(n-C4H9)3SnH] in order to foment a tin deposit at their 

surface [31b]. Styrene hydrogenation investigations allowed rationalizing the influence of the 

surface tin on surface chemistry and catalytic activity of the Ru NPs. RuPt NPs stabilized with 

the dppb ligand were found to be more active (TOF = 2.1 h−1) than the monometallic Ru/dppb 

ones (TOF = 1.5 h−1), in styrene hydrogenation reaction [31a]. Interestingly, these RuPt/dppb 

NPs were more active towards arene hydrogenation even after CO poisoning, thus pointing to 

the interest of preparing bimetallic species. In the same line, more information about the 
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composition of RuPt catalysts could be ascertained by analysing the results obtained in the 

selective hydrogenation of trans-cinnamaldehyde, as detailed below [32]. 

 

3. Application of organometallic nanoparticles as catalysts for hydrogenation reactions 

Ligand effects play a key role in the development and application of nanocatalysts. Electronic 

or steric effects or the combination of both are important parameters to design efficient 

catalysts. The understanding of these effects is crucial, and combining characterization 

analytical techniques together with computational methods has proved to be efficient to reach 

this aim. The versatility of the organometallic approach allowed producing a plethora of 

MNPs bearing a diversity of ligands suitable for catalysis. Next, a description of the use of 

phosphorus-, amine-, carboxylic acid-, N-heterocyclic carbene group-containing compounds, 

among others, as ligands to stabilize MNPs for their application as catalysts is analysed. A 

few examples will also describe the effect of the presence of a second metal or of a support on 

catalysis. 

 

3.1. Metal nanoparticles stabilized with phosphorus ligands. 

The surface properties of Rh NPs prepared by hydrogenation of [Rh(η3-C3H5)3] complex in 

the presence of PVP (2.2 nm), PPh3 (1.3 nm), or dppb (1.7 nm) were compared in 

hydrogenation of cyclohexene as model catalytic reaction, both in colloidal and supported 

conditions, after immobilization onto amino-functionalized silica-coated magnetite support 

[18b]. PVP-stabilized Rh NPs were the most active catalyst whatever the catalytic conditions, 

when compared to phosphine-stabilized ones; fact attributed to the blockage of some Rh 

surface sites by the strong coordination of the phosphine ligands thus limiting the reactivity of 

the metallic surface. Even after several recycles of the supported nanocatalysts, Rh NPs 

containing phosphorus ligands displayed lower activity, underlining the strength of the ligand 

coordination. The PVP-stabilized Rh NPs were also evaluated in the hydrogenation of various 

arenes as well as levulinic acid and methyl levulinate [33]. Excellent activity and selectivity 

towards aromatic ring hydrogenation in mild reaction conditions (r.t.; 1 bar of H2) were 

achieved. They also showed high performance in the hydrogenation of levulinic acid and 

methyl levulinate in water leading quantitatively to the fuel additive -valerolactone under 

moderate reaction conditions. Interestingly, a series of very small Rh NPs (1.1-1.7 nm) were 

obtained using ferrocenylphosphine as stabilizing ligands [18d]. Evaluation of these Rh NPs 

in styrene hydrogenation showed good performance with selectivities up to 99% towards 

ethylbenzene, and activities differed depending on the substituents of the phosphine ligand. 
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These results evidenced that the metal surface is not blocked despite the steric bulk of the 

ferrocenyl ligands, reasonably indicating a degree of flexibility of these ligands at the metal 

surface.  

Roof-shaped phosphine ligands were used to stabilize Ru NPs in order to evaluate how 

ancillary phosphine ligands may influence their reactivity when applied as catalysts for the 

hydrogenation of arenes [34]. These NPs (ca. 1.1-2.1 nm) were synthesized by hydrogen-

assisted decomposition of [Ru(η4-C8H12)(η
6-C8H10)] in THF in the presence of a series of 

mono and diphosphines at different ligand/Ru ratios. 31P-HRMAS NMR evidenced the 

coordination of the phosphines at the metal surface. High influence of the phosphine nature 

on the NP catalytic performances in the hydrogenation of o-methylanisole was observed. 

Triarylphosphine-capped Ru NPs were not or very poorly active while those with 

dialkylarylphosphines led to the full hydrogenation (TOF = 212 h-1 for o-methylanisole 

hydrogenation and for benzene reduction: TOF > 5000 h–1 under 3 bar of H2 and 295 K, and 

TOF > 60,000 h–1 under 40 bar of H2 and 393 K). This behaviour was attributed to the 

electronically richer NPs produced with dialkylarylphosphines and to the higher steric 

hindrance of triarylphosphines. Ru NPs stabilized with a secondary phosphine oxide (SPO) 

were applied in the hydrogenation of several aromatic model substrates in acidic or basic 

conditions as such a parameter is key in SPO based homogeneous catalysis [35]. The absence 

of such an effect for SPO-stabilized Ru NPs evidenced the non-involvement of the oxygen 

atom. High activity was observed for aromatic derivatives, the highest TOFs being achieved 

in neat conditions (TOFs up to 2700 h–1). Chiral SPO ligand (4,5-dihydro-3H-dinaphtho[2,1-

c:1’,2’-e] phosphepine-4-oxide) was successfully used to stabilize Ir NPs (synthesized by H2 

reduction of [Ir(OMe)(C8H12)]2; ca. 1.4 nm) which proved to be active for the 

enantioselective hydrogenation of prochiral ketones (Table 1) [19]. Extensive characterization 

of these Ir NPs provided interesting information on the surface chemistry of the particles and 

on the role of the SPO ligand. Specifically, MAS-NMR experiments through coordination of 

13CO highlighted the proximity of the asymmetric ligands to free active sites, located in edges 

and apexes, thus enabling the enantioselective formation of products. SPO is strongly bound 

to the NP surface and the resulting rigidity may orientate the approach of the substrate due to 

hydrogen bonding thus inducing the enantioselectivity.  

 

Table 1. Enantioselective hydrogenation of prochiral ketones catalyzed by Ir NPs [a] and 

chiral secondary phosphine oxide (L) employed in this study (S enantiomer is depicted). 

Adapted with permission from [19]. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Substrate SPO ligand Conversion (%) [b] ee (%) [b] Product configuration 

 R 88 55 S 

S 47 52 R 

 R 38 30 S 

S 11 29 R 

 R 90 22 S 

S 38 20 R 

 R 63 56 S 

S 14 39 R 

 R 100 10 S 

S 100 8 R 

 R 98 50 S 

S 51 34 R 

 R 100 26 S 

S 100 30 R 

[a] Reagents and conditions: Ir NP (0.0025 mmol of Ir assuming % of Ir from elemental analysis), 

substrate (0.25 mmol), THF (0.75 mL), 18 h, r. t., 40 bar H2. [b] Conversion and %ee were 

determined by GC (average of two runs). 

 

The deoxygenation of fatty acids was investigated with supported Pd NPs capped with PPh3 in 

comparison with other supported Pd NPs stabilized with PVP or without any stabilizer on 

their surface (direct synthesis on the carbon support) [36]. Pd@carbon nanomaterials were 

found active and stable catalysts for the deoxygenation of oleic acid with different results 

according to the reaction process (batch or flow). Under batch conditions (20 bar of H2; 

573K), the reaction efficiency depended on the Pd loading, the treatment of the carbon 

support (heating or acidic conditions) and the stabilization mode of the Pd NPs (no stabilizer; 

PVP or PPh3). Aromatic compounds, which can occur trough highly saturated compounds by 

hydrogen transfer reactions or Diels-Alder reaction of C6-C8 olefins, were not detected with 

the Pd@carbon catalysts prepared without stabilizer, octadecanol and octadecane being 

observed in large extents, thus indicating a deoxygenation mechanism in which the 

hydrocarbons are produced via both decarbonylation/decarboxylation and dehydration routes. 

For the Pd/PPh3@carbon and Pd/PVP@carbon nanocatalysts, the 

decarbonylation/decarboxylation was the only deoxygenation route. Under flow conditions (4 

bar of H2; 573 K), except for the Pd@carbon catalyst, the conversion of stearic acid was 

superior to that observed in batch conditions. The product mixture contained over 20% 
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heptadecane and no octadecanol, octadecane or aromatic compounds were observed. ICP-

OES measurements indicated no leaching of palladium and simple washing of catalysts with 

mesitylene allowed their recycling without any change in conversion or product distribution. 

 

3.2. Metal nanoparticles stabilized with N-heterocyclic carbenes  

The ability of N-heterocyclic carbenes to stabilize metal NPs was first investigated on Ru NPs 

using classical NHCs [28]. Then, the synthesis of Ru NPs was enlarged to NHC ligands 

displaying a variety of backbones (Figure 3) [37], and further extended to the stabilization of 

Pt NPs [16b, 38]. The decomposition of [Ru(η4-C8H12)(η
6-C8H10)] in pentane (3 bar of H2; r. 

t.) in the presence of a N-heterocyclic carbene, i.e. 1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-

ylidene (IPr) (1.5 nm /0.5eq.; 1.7 nm /0.2 eq. IPr)  or N,N-di(tert-butyl)imidazol-2-ylidene 

(ItBu) (1.7 nm/0.5 eq. ItBu) [28] led to the synthesis of small NHC-stabilized Ru NPs. Full 

characterization, in particular by IR and NMR, proved the coordination of the ligand by the 

carbenic carbon and a large metal surface coverage. These carbene-capped Ru NPs were 

active in styrene hydrogenation with a rate significantly slower than with PVP-stabilized Ru 

NPs, attributed to high coverage of the metal surface. NHC-stabilized Ru NPs also catalyzed 

hydrogenation of other substrates (benzene derivatives, methylanisole, acetophenone) [37a] 

where an interesting ligand effect was observed; Ru/IPr NPs were more active than Ru/ItBu 

NPs, which was attributed to steric effects. 

 

 

Figure 3. N-heterocyclic carbenes used as ligands to stabilize metal nanoparticles. 

 

Several NHCs with different substituents and or backbones in their structure, including for 

instance chirality, showed high ability to stabilize small Ru NPs [37c-e]. Interesting ligand 
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effects were evidenced but enantioselectivity was elusive when using these Ru based 

nanocatalysts. NHC-stabilized Pt NPs (1.5-1.8 nm) synthesized by hydrogenation of 

[Pt(dba)2] (dba = dibenzylideneacetone) (3 bar of H2; r.t.) in the presence of two different 

carbenes (IPr or 1,3-diisopropyl-4,5-dimethylimidazol-2-ylidene  (IiPr2Me2)) were very active 

for the hydrogenation of nitroaromatics in mild conditions (30ºC; 1 bar of H2) [16b]. IPr-

capped Pt NPs achieved chemoselective reduction of various functionalized nitroarenes 

including groups such as hydroxyl, benzyloxy, carbonyl and olefinic moeities as well as 

halogens. Also, long-chain NHCs efficiently stabilized Pt NPs [38]. The bulkiness of the 

ligand substituents influenced the catalytic properties of the Pt NPs. For example, the 

hydroboration of several acetylenes was effectively catalysed by Pt NPs bearing a bulky 

carbene, while Pt NPs stabilized by less steric demanding long-chain NHC displayed low 

catalytic performances. Nevertheless, the good selectivity for the trans-hydroborated isomer 

displayed with the more bulky NHC might be attributed to homogeneous species. 

 

3.3. Metal nanoparticles stabilized with zwitterionic ligands 

As mentioned above, the selectivity in styrene hydrogenation can depend on the availability 

of faces at NP surface, a size reduction being expected to increase selectivity towards the 

reduction of the vinyl group. This has been evidenced with betaine-stabilized Ru NPs (Figure 

4) [29]. The larger NPs (ca. 1.3 nm) totally transformed styrene into ethylcyclohexane while 

the smaller NPs (ca. 1 nm) provided a partial selectivity to ethyl benzene. Such behaviour is 

expected for molecular complexes indicating that such ca. 1 nm Ru NPs display reactivity at 

the frontier between the molecular and the solid states.  

 

Figure 4. Zwitterionic imidazolium-amidinate (betaine) ligands. 

 

The same zwitterionic imidazolium-amidinate ligands also stabilized Pt NPs [16c]. The strong 

coordination of the ligands to platinum surface was unequivocally determined by a 

combination of spectroscopic techniques, which were endorsed by theoretical calculations. 

The small Pt NPs (1.9-2.3 nm), were revealed efficient in the hydrogenation of several 
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substrates containing various functional groups such as olefinic bonds, carbonyl groups, and 

aromatic rings, showing that electron-rich Pt NPs yield faster catalysis. 

 

3.4. Metal nanoparticles stabilized with fullerenes 

Ru nanocatalysts were prepared in a straightforward manner by decomposition of [Ru(η4-

C8H12)(η
6-C8H10)] under H2 in the presence of C60 [39]. Fullerene C60 behaves like an electron 

deficient alkene giving electron-deficient properties to MNPs. Raman, XPS, EXAFS and CO 

adsorption experiments on Ru/C60 NPs synthesised using several Ru/C60 ratios, pointed out 

that Ru on these samples is electron poor. These electron-deficient Ru NPs supported on Ru-

fulleride nanospheres allowed the successive and chemoselective hydrogenation of 

nitrobenzene to aniline and then to cyclohexylamine. The reaction was studied at 30 bar of H2 

at 80°C in alcoholic solvents and appeared to be solvent sensitive, proceeding faster in 

methanol than in other alcohols. The scope of the reaction was investigated on several 

substituted nitroarenes, and in all cases, the reaction proceeded very selectively as observed 

for nitrobenzene, first the hydrogenation of the nitro group followed by the hydrogenation of 

the arene ring. Density functional theory calculations suggest that the observed 

chemoselectivity is mainly governed by the presence of surface hydrides on the electron-

deficient Ru NPs. The adsorption energy trough the nitro group or the arene moiety of 

nitrobenzene was calculated at several coverages of surface hydrides (Figure 5). It was found 

that at the threshold value of 1.5 H per Ru surface atom, the formation of aniline is favoured 

due to the net preference of the NO2 coordination. Although, a ligand effect was ascertained 

in a further study (see below), [40] in which it was demonstrated that the unique electronic 

properties of the fullerene C60 based Ru NPs, affect the catalytic properties generating a very 

efficient catalysis for this catalytic reduction. These species also catalyzed the hydrogenation 

of trans-cinnamaldehyde [41]. The main product obtained using methanol and a base was 

cinnamyl alcohol, while an aprotic and apolar solvent decreased the activity and produced 

hydrocinnamaldehyde. 
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Figure 5. a) TEM micrograph of Ru/C60 1/1. b) STEM of Ru/C60 1/1 (scale bar 10 nm). c) 

HREM of Ru/C60 20/1 (scale bar 20 nm). d) Side view of the π-mode coordination of a 

nitrobenzene molecule on a facet of a naked 2C60-Ru13 molecular complex. e) Side view of 

the NO2-mode coordination of a nitrobenzene molecule on the edge of a naked 2C60-Ru13 

molecular complex. f) Evolution of the energy difference between the two adsorption modes 

with respect to the ratio of H per Ru surface atoms present on the metallic cluster. g) Time–

concentration curve for nitrobenzene hydrogenation with Ru/C60 (Ru/C60 = 10/1), 

nitrobenzene (NB), aniline (AN), cyclohexylamine (CA), N-ethylaniline (AN-Et), 

dicyclohexylamine (DCA), N-ethylcyclohexylamine (CA-Et). Reproduced with permission 

from [39b]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.  

 

Similarly, Rh/C60 NPs were prepared from [Rh(η3-C3H5)3] giving rise to similar species, i. e. 

Rh-fulleride nanospheres decorated with Rh NPs, in which Rh was found to be electron-

deficient by Raman and XPS analyses [18a]. This property was exploited in the selective 

reduction of quinoline, in which Rh/C60 NPs exhibited excellent activity and produced 

selectively the partially hydrogenated product, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoline. Thermal treatment 

of the samples led to a more robust catalyst, as determined by recycling tests and 

characterization of the spent catalysts, and also to an increase of the catalytic activity (TOF =  

488 h-1). Theoretical calculations indicated again the crucial role of the hydride coverage of 

the metal NPs on the adsorption modes of the substrate and intermediates in the quinoline 

hydrogenation, and also, that these adsorption modes are modulated by the presence of 

fullerene C60, thus affecting the activity and selectivity in the catalysis. 

 

3.5. Metal nanoparticles stabilized with carboxylic acids  

It has been shown that carboxylic acid groups coordinate strongly to Ru NP surfaces [42] and 

their coordination mode has been investigated by means of spectroscopic techniques together 

with density functional theory calculations [4]. It has been demonstrated that –COOH species 
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lose easily protons onto the Ru NPs surface thus providing carboxylate species and surface 

hydrides, as the result of the small activation barrier of O–H bond dissociation [4a]. For 

example, ethanoic acid coordinates to the surface in an ethanoate form [4a]. Similarly, 1,3-

adamantanedicarboxylic acid coordinates as the carboxylate form [4b], but it acts also as a 

bridging ligand in which both O atoms coordinate to two surface Ru atoms of the NPs. The 

robustness of the coordination of carboxylates has been exploited in order to achieve stable 

catalysts. In particular, the use of multi-carboxylate ligands led to the straightforward 

production of 3D networks of Ru NPs, providing an interesting way to create confined spaces 

for catalysis. The fullerene-based hexa-adduct ligand C66(COOH)12, provided 3D networks of 

Ru NPs (ca. 1.6 nm) with an interparticle distance of ca. 2.8 nm [43]. These Ru NP networks 

were obtained in one-step synthesis by reduction of [Ru(η4-C8H12)(η
6-C8H10)]  under H2 in the 

presence of C66(COOH)12 hexa-adduct. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and electron 

tomography analyses showed that carboxylate bridged 3D networks of Ru NPs display a short 

range order (Figure 6). These Ru assemblies catalyzed the hydrogenation of nitrobenzene. A 

similar methodology allowed preparing other networks of Ru NPs by using two types of 

functionalized polymantane compounds, bearing carboxylic acid or amine functions [4b]. Ru 

NP networks built up from adamantanes with carboxylic acid groups revealed to be more 

robust catalysts than those prepared with amine-based ligands. In addition, interesting ligands 

effects on catalysis were observed (see below), but especially, confinement effects were 

shown to increase catalytic activity in the hydrogenation of phenyl acetylene. Indeed, not only 

the electronic effects due to the coordination of ligands of different nature at the metal surface 

affected the activity and the selectivity, but also Ru interparticle distance governed the 

catalyst activity. Short distances between NPs were correlated to a higher catalytic activity. 
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Figure 6. a-d) Electron tomography analysis of a representative aggregate from the 

Ru/C66(COOH)12 12:1 sample. a) TEM image from the tilt series at 0° tilt. b) 3D model of the 

reconstructed volume showing the spatial distribution of all nanoparticles forming the 

aggregate. c) Typical longitudinal slice extracted from the reconstruction volume. The inset 

image shows the distribution of a few NPs around a reference one. The repetitive distance is 

around 2.9 nm. d) Pair‐distribution function of the distances between NPs calculated from 

their 3D coordinates extracted from electron tomography data. Primary peak shows a short‐

range order around 2.9 nm. e) SAXS spectrum of Ru/C66(COOH)12 12:1. f) Optimized 

structure of the C66(COOH)12–Ru13–C66(COOH)12 species. Reproduced with permission from 

[43]. Copyright 2017 Wiley. 

 

3.6. Metal nanoparticles stabilized with miscellaneous ligands 

The ligands coordinated at the surface of MNPs have a large impact on catalysis. 

Nevertheless, still few works are reported in which a large diversity of the structure or the 

nature of the coordination groups of the capping agents are compared at once. In fact  other 

crucial parameters for catalysis than the surface properties such as size, chemical order, 

crystal structure, and so on can be tuned when using different stabilizing agents, making the 

comparison ardous. Some efforts have been done by using Ni [20] and Ru [4b, 40] NP based 

catalysts. A series of Ni NPs (5-6 nm) prepared by H2 decomposition of [Ni(C8H12)2] complex 

in the presence of different stabilizers (HDA, PVP, PVP/PPh3 mixture, octanoic acid (OA) 

and stearic acid (SA)) (Figure 7) selectively catalyzed the hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated 

carbonyl compounds under mild reaction conditions (THF; 3 bar of H2; 60 oC; low catalyst 

loading) [20]. All nanocatalysts reduced only the C=C bond of the α,β-unsaturated carbonyl 

compounds, this chemoselectivity being attributed from the high metallic character of the Ni 

NP surface, as reflected by the high magnetic properties measured. The value of Ms (emu g−1; 

2 K) and of the magnetic moments (given in brackets; μB) determined for each system are: 

63.7 (0.67), 58.7 (0.61), 49.3 (0.52), 45.7 (0.48), and 34.9 (0.37) for Ni-OA@SiO2, Ni-SA, 

Ni-PVP, Ni-HDA and Ni-PVP/PPh3 systems, respectively. Moreover, the hydrogenation 

reaction rate appeared to be sensitive to ligand nature with the carboxylic acid-stabilized 

systems providing the best performances (Figure 7). A full kinetic investigation on the t-

chalcone chemoselective reduction of the C=C bond, with the best catalyst (OA-stabilized Ni 

NPs acid), revealed that the rate-determining step is the hydrogenation of the adsorbed 

substrate on the NP surface, following a Horiuti-Polani mechanism type. Regarding 

sustainable chemistry concerns, deposition of OA-capped Ni NPs onto silica (OA@SiO2) led 
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to an easily recoverable catalyst by magnetic separation that could be reused up to 10 times 

without significant loss of activity (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7. TEM (top) and HRTEM (bottom) images of Ni NP: (a) Ni-HDA, (b) Ni-SA, (c) Ni-

OA@SiO2, (d) Ni-PVP, (e) Ni-PVP/PPh3; Turnover frequency (TOF) as a function of Ni(0)-

NP sample for t-chalcone (blue bars) and styrene (green bars) (TOF = mol product 

converted/(mol of surface Ni × time) calculated from the slope of plots of TON vs. time at 

low substrate conversions (up to 20%), Reaction conditions: [substrate] = 0.416 mol L-1, 12.5 

mol Ni, 3 mL THF, 3 bar H2, 60 oC); Recycling tests: Product conversion (GC) as a function 

of recycling times for the hydrogenation of t-chalcone by Ni-OA@SiO2 catalyst (Reaction 

conditions: [t-chalcone] = 0.416 mol L-1, 62.5 μmol Ni, 3 mL of THF, 3 bar H2, 60 oC). 

Reproduced with permission from [20]. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.  

 

A series of Ru NPs capped with different ligands were used as catalysts in the selective 

hydrogenation of nitrobenzene to cyclohexylamine [40]. Ru/C60, Ru/PVP, Ru/HDA, and 

Ru/IPr were chosen owing to the different electronic properties of their surface, with HDA 

and IPr acting as donor ligands, PVP as a polymer with small interaction with the Ru NP 

surface, and fullerene C60 as an electron-attractor ligand. This was confirmed by the frequency 

of the CO band observed by IR after CO adsorption onto all the NP surfaces, while their size 

and structure remained similar. In all cases, the nitrobenzene reduction proceeded in a 

stepwise manner, producing aniline first and then cyclohexylamine, which agrees with the 

fact that the reaction selectivity is mainly governed by surface hydrides present onto the Ru 

NP surface, as pointed out by theoretical calculations. Nevertheless, the surface ligand 

affected strongly the activity and the selectivity of the catalysis. Less donor ligands promoted 
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the hydrogenation of the N-phenylhydroxylamine (PHA) intermediate, rate-determining step 

of the reaction, while Ru NPs systems bearing more donating ligands were less active and less 

selective. 

Ru NPs capped with carboxylic acid or amine functional groups displaying the same 

polymantane backbone, i. e. adamantane, bis-adamantane and diamantane, and structurally 

similar in terms of size, were used as catalysts in the selective hydrogenation of phenyl 

acetylene [4b]. All catalysts reached good selectivity towards styrene, and both selectivity and 

activity were significantly affected by Ru NP interparticle distance, as mentioned above, and 

electronic ligand effects. Ru NPs capped with σ-donor amine ligands, which provide a higher 

electronic density on the Ru NPs than carboxylic acid ligands, led to higher activity but with a 

lower selectivity towards styrene. Carboxylic acid ligands also provided more robust catalysts 

than amine ligands, taking into account the analyses of the spent catalysts.  

 

3.7. Bimetallic nanoparticles 

The organometallic approach is also an effective way for the engineering of bimetallic 

NPs. Adequate selection of the reaction conditions (precursor, stabilizer, reactant and 

temperature) allows accessing bimetallic NPs of controlled chemical order, i.e. alloy, 

core-shell or even MNPs decorated with another metal (like tin or platinum for instance). 

Compared to their monometallic counterparts, bimetallic NPs can offer synergetic effect 

and other selective catalytic performances due to the different surface properties induced 

by the metal order. Such an effect was achieved when controlling the synthesis of RuPt 

NPs by an adequate choice of the metal precursors based on their kinetics of 

decomposition. At r.t. and in the presence of PVP as stabilizer, the co-decomposition of 

[Ru(η4-C8H12)(η6-C8H10)] and [Pt(dba)2] led to a RuPt alloy of fcc structure [44], while 

using [Pt(CH3)2(C8H12)] instead of [Pt(dba)2] gave rise to core-shell RuPt NPs [45]. The 

chemical segregation towards core-shell RuPt is governed by kinetic and thermodynamic 

(preferred location of each metal in the particle) parameters but the steric properties of the 

polymer which has little or no chemical interaction with the growing nanoparticles is also 

favorable. When keeping the same metal precursors (i.e. [Ru(η4-C8H12)(η6-C8H10)] and 

[Pt(CH3)2(η4-C8H12)]), reaction conditions, and replacing the steric stabilizer by a strongly 

coordinating phosphorus ligand (dppb), RuPt NP with a ruthenium rich core and a 

disordered shell with the two metals were formed [31a]. The structure of the RuPt NPs 

raised from the high chemical affinity of the diphosphine ligand for both metals.  

Moreover, preformed Ru NPs and Pt NPs were used as seeds for the preparation of core-
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shell RuPt and PtRu NPs, by a two step procedure. Several metal Ru/Pt ratios were used 

and 4-(3-phenylpropyl)pyridine (PPP) was introduced as capping ligand [32]. Besides 

interesting results, the implementation of these bimetallic RuPt NPs as catalysts in the 

hydrogenation of trans-cinnamaldehyde greatly contributed to finely determine the 

composition and metal distribution in these NPs and complementarily to usual 

chracterization techniques (IRFT, NMR, TEM, WAXS). First a higher activity was 

observed with higher content of platinum onto the surface (best activity for Ru1Pt4 NPs in 

RuPt NPs and for Pt1Ru1 in PtRu NPs (Table 2). The composition and structure of the 

particles influenced also the selectivity. A higher selectivity was reached when ruthenium 

and platinum were both present at the surface of core-shell RuPt nanoparticles (partially 

covered core-shell RuPt NP; Ru1Pt1 and Ru1Pt2), illustrating a synergistic effect on the 

selectivity between both metals. 

 

Table 2. Cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation with bimetallic NPs Ru1Pt1, Ru1Pt2 and Ru1Pt4. 

Adapted with permission from [32]. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.  

 

 

Catalyst 
Time 

[h] 
Conv. [%] 

TON 

 

TOF 

[h-1] 

HCAL 

[%] 

HCOL 

[%] 

COL 

[%] 

Acetal 

[%] 

Ru1Pt1 4 27 190 47 49 29 22 n.d. 

 6 42 298.5 50 45 25 30 n.d. 

 22 64 449 20 27 28 41 4 

Ru1Pt2 4 18 172 43 68 25 7 n.d. 

 6 24 226 38 58 25 15 2 

 22 53 501 23 38 16 37 9 

Ru1Pt4 4 34 216 54 74 11 15 n.d. 

 6 44 282 47 68 13 18 1 

 22 87 556 25 51 26 22 1 

Pt1Ru1 4 29 271 68 65 14 19 2 

 6 34 314 52 57 15 25 3 

 22 82 763 35 30 23 33 14 

Pt1Ru2 4 43 283 71 71 12 16 1 

 6 45 300 50 66 13 19 2 

 22 80 527 24 38 24 30 8 

Pt1Ru4 4 14 94 23 59 19 22 n.d. 

 6 22 143 24 59 18 23 n.d. 

 22 53 348 16 38 21 40 1 

Reaction conditions: 2.5 mg of bimetallic NP, cinnamaldehyde (7.5 mmol), isopropanol (50 mL), 
PH2=20 bar, T=70°C. Yields were determined by GC analysis using nonane (3.7 mmol) as an 

internal standard. n. d.: not detected. TOF = mol substrate converted/mol of metal. TOF = mol 

substrate converted/(mol of metal × time) 
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Tin-decorated Ru NPs were prepared by reacting preformed Ru NPs, stabilized either by a 

polymer, Ru/PVP, or a diphosphine ligand, Ru/dppb, with [(n-C4H9)3SnH] in order to foment 

a tin deposit at their surface [31b]. Different Sn/Ru molar ratios were applied. The formation 

of 3-bridging “SnR” groups on the ruthenium surface was evidenced by different techniques 

(HREM, WAXS, IR, NMR and Mössbauer data) and corroborated by theoretical calculations. 

Styrene hydrogenation investigations allowed rationalizing the influence of the surface tin on 

surface chemistry and catalytic activity of the Ru nanoparticles. For dppb-stabilized Ru NPs, 

the reaction with the tin precursor was limited by the surface coverage induced by the 

coordination of the bulky diphosphine ligand. In the contrary, the amount of tin deposited on 

the Ru surface could be adapted using PVP instead of dppb as stabilizer. The resulting 

modification of the ruthenium surface led to a tuning of their surface properties, as observed 

through the coordination of CO as well as the catalytic hydrogenation of styrene. Ru/PVP/Sn 

cannot accommodate CO after the deposit of even a very low amount of tin while Ru/dppb/Sn 

can still accommodate terminal CO groups. The Ru/PVP/Sn NP showed a gradual variation of 

selectivity with increasing tin loading while only a small quantity of tin was sufficient to 

impede the arene hydrogenation ability of Ru/dppb nanoparticles. These results evidenced 

that the presence of tin adatoms on the metallic surface block some reactive sites 

 

3.7. Supported nanoparticles. 

The application of supported MNPs as catalysts in organic synthesis is largely explored due to 

synergistic effects that can arise from the association between a metal and a support. Also, 

immobilizing MNPs onto solid supports remains an efficient alternative for their recyclability 

and recovery from the reaction medium, and may favor widespread implementation of NPs in 

catalysis. In this context, the organometallic approach for the synthesis of MNPs provides 

efficient tools for the preparation of composite nanomaterials, using alumina membranes,  

mesoporous silica and carbon materials as non-exhaustive examples of supports. The 

inclusion of MNPs can be performed either by impregnation of the support using a colloidal 

solution of pre-formed NPs or by direct synthesis of the NPs in the presence of the support, 

with or without a ligand. There are also synthetic tools which allow the direct synthesis of 

MNPs in the presence of a support in a controlled manner, among which the functionalization 

of the support inspired by the ligands used to stabilize nanoparticles in solution reinforces the 

nanoparticle anchorage [46]. 

Decomposition of [Pd2(dba)3] directly over amino-modified silica coated magnetite particles 

(see Chapter 8) as support led to a nanomaterial, a palladium magnetic nanocatalyst 
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containing well-dispersed Pd NPs (3.5 ± 0.8 nm) exclusively on the support surface. This 

Fe3O4@silica-Pd nanocatalyst was applied in different hydrogenation reactions. It proved to 

be highly active in reduction of alkenes and highly selective in the semi-hydrogenation of 

alkynes to alkenes without the addition of metal promoters, as reported for other Pd based 

catalyst [47]. Interestingly, it was also chemo- and stereoselective with more challenging 

benzylated propargylamine substrates, as only alkene product was obtained and side reactions 

such as isomerization or debenzylations were not detected, showing good overall yields under 

3 bar of H2 at 27°C after 2h (Table 3). Comparative studies with commercial Pd/C, evidenced 

relevant activity and selectivity, easy recoverability from the reaction media by simple 

application of an external magnet, negligible metal leaching, and reusability up to seven 

cycles, maintaining its activity and selectivity. Finally, Fe3O4@silica-Pd nanocatalyst allowed 

optimizing the last step of a multi-step protocol (combining biocatalysis, heterogeneous metal 

catalysis and magnetic nanoparticles) in order to access the bitter-taste dipeptide Ala-Phe, a 

potential substitute for caffeine as a food additive [48]. The Pd nanocatalyst allowed 

removing the protective Z group of the Z-Ala-Phe-OH peptide (Z= benzyloxycarbonyl group; 

to block of amino groups) under hydrogen in mild conditions (27°C; 1 bar of H2). The 

esterified amino acid derivative was converted to the unprotected dipeptide Ala-Phe in nearly 

quantitative yield (99%; 2h) releasing Phe-OMe and CO2 with almost no catalyst pollution 

thanks to an efficient magnetic separation of the catalyst. 

 

Table 3. Catalytic hydrogenation of propargylamines with magnetic Pd nanocatalyst. Adapted 

with permission from [47]. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Substrate Conversion (selectivty) [a] Isolated yield (%) Product 

 

100% (88%) 68 

 

 

91% (97%) 53 

 

 

n.d. [b] 61 

 

Top: TEM image of the magnetic Pd nanocatalyst used with size histogram 

Reactions conditions: 1 mmol alkyne, 2 mg catalyst (0.04 mol%), 5 mL cyclohexane, 27 °C, 2 h, and 3 bar H2; [a]  

determined by G.C.; [b] not determined 

 

Size-controlled bimetallic NiPd NPs (co-decomposition of [Ni(C8H12)2] and [Pd2(dba)3]; 

toluene; 10 eq. HDA; 3 bar of H2; 110°C), of different Ni/Pd ratios were used to prepare 

supported NiPd catalysts by sol-immobilization onto an amino-modified magnetic silica [49]. 

These Fe3O4@silica-NiPd nanocatalysts were applied in the hydrogenation of cyclohexene 

and compared to Ni and Pd monometallic systems in the same reaction conditions. A higher 

activity than that provided by the Pd monometallic counterpart was obtained with bimetallic 

nanocatalysts, the 1:9 Ni/Pd composition achieving the highest initial turnover frequency > 50 

000 h−1. In addition of the synergetic effect which allows saving of noble metal, magnetic 

separation greatly facilitated catalyst separation from the liquid products without metal 

leaching, leading to an efficient recycling. Direct decomposition of [Pd2(dba)3] over 

Fe3O4@silica functionalized with terpyridine pendant groups provided well-dispersed Pd NPs 

of ca. 2.5 nm on the magnetic silica support, with interesting catalytic properties in 

cyclohexene and β-myrcene hydrogenation [46]. High activity in mild conditions was 

observed for the hydrogenation of cyclohexene (TOFs up to 129000 h-1) as well as high 

selectivity for hydrogenation of β-myrcene, in which the formation of monohydrogenated 
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compounds by hydrogenation of less hindered double bonds was observed. Activity and 

selectivity were largely increased in comparison with those obtained with a similar 

nanomaterial containing Pd NP supported onto an amino-modified magnetic silica, thus 

evidencing the influence of the functional groups used for the anchoring of the NPs onto the 

support, similarly to ligand effects in colloidal catalysis. Carbon materials are also largely 

used for the immobilization of MNPs because they offer multiple advantages including easy 

availability, relatively low cost, high mechanical strength and chemical stability. As for silica 

supports, their functionalization favours the dispersion and the anchoring of the NPs onto the 

surface. NP@carbon nanocatalysts were achieved by impregnation of different mesoporous 

carbons with colloidal solutions of Ru or Pd NPs (decomposition of [Ru(η4-C8H12)(η
6-C8H10)] 

or [Pd2(dba)3] in THF; 3 bar of H2; r.t.) stabilized by 4-(3-phenylpropyl)pyridine or triphenyl- 

and trioctylphosphine, respectively [50]. Well-dispersed Ru and Pd NPs on the carbon 

materials (mean sizes of ca. 1.2-1.3 and 1.9-2.2 nm, respectively) were obtained following 

this procedure. Investigation in the oxidation of benzyl alcohol (in water; 80°C) led to 

excellent conversion and selectivity (> 99%) towards the aldehyde for both metals. 

Recyclability studies performed with Pd catalysts evidenced no significant loss in activity up 

to eight successive catalytic runs. With oxidized carbon support, hydrophilicity was shown to 

affect the catalytic activity, with significance depending on the hydrophobic character of the 

ligand used to stabilize the NPs. These carbon-supported Pd NPs proved to be efficient dual 

catalysts for the hydrogenation of furfural and the selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol in 

water under microwave irradiation. Nanocatalysts based on trioctylphosphine and 

triphenylphosphine-stabilized Pd NPs on oxidized carbon supports appeared the most active 

ones [51]. The presence of oxygen groups on the surface of the carbon support, particularly 

those of acidic character, improved the immobilization of the Pd NPs as well as the water 

affinity providing high catalytic performances (Table 4). 

Table 4. Hydrogenation of furfural catalysed by carbon-supported Pd NP under microwave 

conditions. Adapted with permission from [51]. Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.   

 

Nanocatalyst 

Reaction 

Time 

(min) 

Conversion 

(mol%) 

Selectivity 

in furan 

(mol%) 

Selectivity 

in THF 

(mol%) 

No catalyst 60 - - - 

MB-H2O2 60 - - - 

MB-1500 60 - - - 
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Pd(TOP)/MB-H2O2 30 >90 15 80 

Pd(TOP)/MB-1500 30 75 20 72 

Pd(PPh3)/MB-H2O2 30 69 10 85 

Pd(PPh3)/MB-1500 30 65 <10 80 

Pd/MB-H2O2 45 70 30 70 

Pd/MB-1500 45 45 35 65 

Reaction conditions: 2 mmol furfural, 1.5 mL formic acid, 1.5 mL water, 0.1 g 

catalyst, 100ºC, Microwave Power= 100-150 W, P=150-200 psi (developed in 

the systems). Mesoporous carbon beads (MB); Trioctylphosphine (TOP). 

 

The hydrogenation of anthracene with carbon-supported Pd NPs was also investigated and 

nearly complete conversions as well as high selectivity towards the hydrogenated products 

without cracking or open ring derived products (naphtenics) were achieved [52]. Influence of 

the surface and textural properties of the carbon supports owing to their activation treatment 

(heating or acidic conditions) was studied. No cracking was observed for non-acidic carbon 

supports. Product distribution was observed as a function of reaction temperature (250-

300°C), with 9,10-dihydroanthracene being the main product at lower temperatures and 

deeper hydrogenation being achieved at intermediate temperatures (300°C). Pd NPs supported 

onto a carbon material heated at 2000°C, although less active than the other catalysts at short 

reaction times, appeared the most effective catalyst at 300°C regarding the selective 

production of perhydroanthracene, namely the final hydrogenated product from anthracene. 

Using surface-modified carbon nanotubes (CNT) as support, the influence of the confinement 

of RuPt nanoparticles inside CNT cavities on their catalytic properties in the hydrogenation of 

cinnamaldehyde was studied. The synthesis of RuPt/L/CNTs was performed in different 

reaction conditions from [Ru(η4-C8H12)(η
6-C8H10)] and [Pt(CH3)2(C8H12)] in the presence of 

PPP as ligand [53]. Colloidal suspension of RuPt NPs was prepared in the presence of the 

ligand and then used to impregnate CNT. A second route consisted in the co-decomposition 

of the two complexes in the presence of both the ligand and the CNTs. The best results were 

obtained by the impregnation method using amide-functionalized CNTs (ca. 2-2.5 nm NPs 

located inside the CNTs; 80% of NPs inside the CNTs for a 23 wt.% of metal) where the 

confinement of the NPs inside the cavities was more important owing limited access at CNT 

surface. Catalytic results in the hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde were compared to those 

achieved with the non-supported RuPt/PPP NPs showing higher catalytic activity and 

selectivity for CNT-confined RuPt/PPP NPs. A remarkable selectivity towards the formation 

of cinnamyl alcohol (95%) was achieved with the catalyst presenting the highest location of 

NPs inside the CNTs, attributed to a confinement effect. 
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4. Conclusions 

The advantages of the organometallic approach for the design and synthesis of precisely 

defined mono- and bimetallic nanoparticles destined to catalysis have been illustrated through 

a selection of significant examples. If only examples of organic colloidal catalysis are here 

presented, adapted synthesis tools such as the use of amphiphilic ligands can also provide 

aqueous colloidal suspensions in water which proved to be of interest for catalysis, as 

reported in Chapter 3. Moreover, our synthetic approach also allows obtaining well-defined 

supported-NPs either by impregnation or by direct synthesis in the presence of a given 

support. This allows taking advantage of the support either for a synergy effect or/and for 

easier recovering/recycling of the nanocatalysts. If the ability of stabilizing ligands to increase 

the nanocatalyst performance has been long underestimated, recent advances evidence that 

tailor-made systems can improve their activity, selectivity, stability, solubility and 

recyclability. Varying the nature of the capping ligands enables to tune the nanoparticle 

surface state at both electronic and steric hindrance levels. Beside the state-of-the art 

techniques in solid chemistry, using usual characterization tools of molecular chemistry 

allows to dress a mapping of the nanoparticle surface at the molecular level. Computational 

chemistry dedicated to metal nanoparticles contributed greatly to the understanding of the 

influence of coordination chemistry at nanoparticles surface (see Chapter 15). The surface 

chemistry of metal nanoparticles becomes more and more understood. The recent advances 

offer a strong basis to continue to apprehend catalytic processes on the metal surface and 

explore more how these can be affected by the stabilizing molecules and/or supports. Our 

own experience makes us believe that continuing to take inspiration from the concepts of the 

different fields of catalysis (homogeneous, heterogeneous and enzymatic) should contribute to 

the development of more efficient and selective nanocatalysts. 
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